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Summer Rejuvenation

Welcome to summer at the Gardens, when we get busy addressing leaky roofs, irrigation systems that may reveal new drips, tree limbs that may snap in a monsoon, and then ... there’s the heat. Our gardeners and volunteer gardeners have their hands full with watering and pruning.

But it’s all good. Truly.

Worry and stress are a part of all of our daily lives. Yet inherently, we understand that by taking in the scent of monsoon rain or preemptively averting a safety hazard by pruning tree branches and checking irrigation lines before they start to break, the level of anxiety can be reduced to a manageable level. (See Adam’s article on page 4.)

Summer at TBG is a time to look at the Gardens with fresh eyes and check off tasks on our summer to-do list.

• In 2007, when the parking lot center island was constructed, the original light poles were yanked and replaced. Knowing they were hand-fabricated by a local metal worker, we couldn’t bear to toss them, so they sat in our work lot until Facility Manager Rob, along with one of our angel volunteers, pulled them out, rewired, and refreshed them. Today they beautifully flank the Porter Reception Patio and add needed light for evening events.

• This summer, you’ll see us continue caring for our trees. The Aleppo Pine in the Zen Garden and the Monterey Cypress on the northwest side of the Porter Garden are next in the summer pruning rotation plan.

• In July, the Garden Railroad will be moved to a new location. This opens up a new planting area in preparation for “what’s next.”

• Planning for the holidays begins today as we collaborate with local artists and designers to create one-of-a-kind, larger-than-life artistic props for the new LightsUp! Holiday Show at the Gardens. A steady stream of volunteers will arrive next week and continue through the summer to help organize over a million lights.

• Our Education Department will be spending their summer creating text for new outdoor interpretation for the Harrison Yocum rock and minerals collection in the Cactus and Succulent Garden.

• Now that school groups have returned, it’s time for Youth Education volunteers and staff to work on a new curriculum and programming for our next generation of nature appreciators.

• And finally, we welcome back our four-legged members (Dog Days), unveil our summer-themed VW Bug (page 7), fill our galleries with quilts and fiber art (page 6), and offer special evening events in August.

As you can tell, it’s going to be a great summer at TBG, even when there’s the threat of ... I’ll stop right here and remember the words of naturalist John Burroughs, “I go to nature to be soothed and healed and have my senses put in order.”

It’s all good. Truly.

Michelle Conklin
Executive Director
Stress Management

Adam Farrell-Wortman
TBG Director of Horticulture

One of my hopes is that the Gardens provides moments of respite for our guests. The smell of jasmine or the sound of wind rustling leaves can melt away the stresses of the day. Mountains of research have shown that being in greenspaces is a great way to improve one’s mental health.

Perhaps one reason stress is relieved in a greenspace is that being surrounded by life we are reminded that we are not alone in our struggle. All forms of life experience, and must cope with, stress. It’s one of those unavoidable aspects of being. A main driver of evolution is stress events on species. And we now know that stress can even change an individual’s genetics.

When we are in a state of stress more stressors can start piling on, the phenomenon known as, “when it rains, it pours.” A plant in stress is susceptible to many pests and diseases because the plant’s natural defenses are down. Many damaging insects are actually attracted to a plant exhibiting signs of stress. Often a plant’s cause of death is attributed to a pest when, in fact, a stress condition is the underlying factor.

Overcoming small adversities can make a plant stronger. A tree free to blow in the wind develops a sturdier trunk. Lack of nearby water sends roots out exploring, creating a larger root zone. However, not everything that “doesn’t kill us, makes us stronger,” and the same is true for plants. If the stress is significant, it forever changes the individual. Too harsh a wind can break a trunk and turn a tree into a bush, or too much water stress can forever stunt a plant’s development.

Though not scientifically exact, I find it useful to explain how plants cope with stress by using human examples. Gardening is a little like parenting (I usually avoid this analogy because of how many plants I’ve lost). We don’t want to spoil our plants because inevitably they will face stress that they need to be strong enough to overcome. But we don’t want to put so much stress upon them that they cannot be successful. And when they do face a major hardship we need to help them overcome it.

As any good self-help book would say, first we must recognize the signs of stress in order to relieve them before they cause major problems. Since it’s summer I will focus on water stress. Too little water for leafy plants presents as leaf curling and/or wilting, yellowing and dieback starting at the leaf margins, and eventually crispy leaves that don’t drop off the plant. For cacti and succulents, water stress presents as a rubbery feel, wrinkles like a raisin, and/or an increased severity in the pleats.

Once drought-stress is recognized, obviously we water, but it’s important not to overcompensate. Careening from one extreme to the other is its own type of stress event. Stopping the cause of stress, though essential, does not necessarily stop the stress. Like a ball being pushed down a hill, one can stop pushing but the ball keeps rolling. Once the plant is rehydrated a light feeding will help stop the rolling stress ball.

Finally, it’s time to reflect on how to minimize or prevent the stress in the future. That good self-help book will also say how important it is to address the root cause of the stress in order to break the destructive pattern. Perhaps the answer is as simple as setting a calendar reminder to water or putting down a layer of mulch to hold moisture in the soil for longer. Or perhaps it’s replacing the plant with one that has lower water needs, thus relieving the stress on the gardener.
Art on the Grounds and in the Galleries, at the Gardens

IN THE LEGACY GALLERY, EDUCATION CLASSROOM, AND FRIENDS HOUSE

Quilts in the Gardens Returns
May 20–August 21, 2022

Quilt for a Cause, a summer favorite, returns to the Gardens! Enjoy a variety of handmade new and re-envisioned quilts crafted by local quilters. All sizes and subject matter have been lovingly created and are available for purchase. Proceeds support Quilt for a Cause and the Tucson Botanical Gardens.

Quilts will also be for sale in the Gardens’ Gift Shop.

IN PORTER HALL GALLERY

Rooted in Fiber
Fiber Artists of Southern Arizona
June 4–August 31, 2022

Fiber Artists of Southern Arizona (FASA) is a group of established artists committed to creating and promoting textile and fiber art. Located in Tucson, Arizona, FASA artists explore many contemporary themes in their work and employ a variety of techniques: piecing, applique, collage, hand and machine stitching. Surface design techniques include hand dyeing, rust dyeing, dye discharge, painting, printing, image transfer and photography. Embellishment techniques include beading, thread painting, stamping, foiling, felting, weaving and mixed media. 11 artists’ works are included in the show.

Works are available for purchase through the Gardens’ Gift Shop. Meet the artists on June 4, 2022, from 9 am – 12 pm, and check the website for artist demonstration times and dates.

All works are for sale. A percentage of the proceeds supports the mission of the Gardens.
To learn more about the artists, visit https://tucsonbotanical.org/events/
IN THE IRIS GARDEN
June 1–August 31, 2022

It’s back! After a successful show as the Cactus Car in 2021, the Gardens’ classic ‘69 Volkswagen Beetle returns as the Bug-onia! Once again acting as a groovy planting container, this time the bug is filled with hundreds of colorful begonias! Find it on display in the cool shade of the Iris Garden all summer long.

ON THE GROUNDS

Take time this summer to explore the Gardens’ collection of on-loan and permanent art on the property. You’ll find metal art throughout the Gardens by Jerry Harris, Ted Morrison, and Phillip Lichtenhan; bronze and stone sculptures in the Bird Garden and Children’s Garden by Dr. Hugh Thompson; tile art by Nina Borgia-Aberle, Gail Roberts, Chris Bubany, Colleen Conlin, and Santa Theresa Tile Works; and more!

©Nest (mixed metals/ceramic)
All TBG Community Classes are moving to a hybrid format, with select in-person classes here at the Gardens, and many virtual classes offered online via Zoom. Virtual class participants will receive a Zoom link via email for each live class two hours before the class begins. Virtual classes are recorded and participants receive a video replay that is available to enjoy at your convenience for two weeks after the date of the class.

TBG Members receive a 20% discount

CULINARY ARTS

Recipe Writing Workshop
Hosted by Chef Minerva Orduño Rincón
Thursday, June 23, 4:00 p.m.–5:30 p.m.
$30 Non-Member/Members 20% discount

ART

Watercolor Birds
Hosted by Devon Meyer
Wednesday, June 22, 2:00 p.m.–3:30 p.m.
$30 Non-Member/Members 20% discount

Botanical Art in Watercolor:
Desert Globemallow
Hosted by Adela Antoinette
Wednesday, July 27, 5:30 p.m.–7:30 p.m.
$30 Non-Member/Members 20% discount

Creating Desert Themed Cards
with Watercolor
Hosted by Devon Meyer
Wednesday, July 6, 2:00 p.m.–3:30 p.m.
$30 Non-Member/Members 20% discount

Watercolor Butterflies
Hosted by Devon Meyer
Wednesday, August 3, 2:00 p.m.–3:30 p.m.
$30 Non-Member/Members 20% discount

Botanical Art in Pen and Ink:
Desert Globemallow
Hosted by Adela Antoinette
Wednesday, August 24, 5:30 p.m.–7:00 p.m.
$30 Non-Member/Members 20% discount

GARDENING

Desert Gardening Simplified
Hosted by Noelle Johnson
Friday, June 17, 10:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
$30 Non-Member/Members 20% discount

Make Room for More: Inventory, Organize, and Eliminate Your Pots, Soils, and Fertilizers
Hosted by Marylee Pangman
Saturday, June 25, 11:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
$36 Non-Member/Members 20% discount

Monsoon Veggie Gardening
Hosted by Jason Isenberg
Wednesday, June 29, 10:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
$30 Non-Member/Members 20% discount

Bring the Tropics Home to Your Patio Garden
Hosted by Marylee Pangman
Saturday, July 23, 11:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
$36 Non-Member/Members 20% discount

It’s Too Darn Hot—The Desert Monsoon Season in Your Container Gardens into Shoulder Season
Hosted by Marylee Pangman
Saturday, August 13, 11:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
$36 Non-Member/Members 20% discount

TBG INSTRUCTOR SPOTLIGHT

Artist/Illustrator Devon Meyer

Devon works in watercolor, colored pencil, oil paint and pen and ink. She finds inspiration in the natural environment capturing the thoughts, ideas and beauty in the world around her. Painting and drawing in travel journals inspires Devon to notice subtle details and intricate connections and share these discoveries with others.

She teaches painting, drawing and art to children and adults. She recently participated in Arts Integration with the Kennedy Center. Her classes are offered at Scottsdale Artists School, the Desert Botanical Gardens and the Tucson Botanical Gardens and through camps, outreach and arts programs. She has shown her work in art shows including the Audubon Society, Art Intersection, the South Camelback Studio Tour, the Franciscan Renewal Center, Scottsdale Artists School, and the Arizona Portrait Society. You can explore Devon’s artwork on her website at devonmeyerartist.com.

You’ll find Devon’s classes listed in the Art classes by a△.
Fiber Artists of Southern Arizona (FASA) Demonstrations

FREE in Porter Hall Gallery with paid admission

Shibori Wraps & Dyeing with Pinki Nutter
Surface Embellishment with Ruth Sharp
Saturday, June 25, 11:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.

Paint Sticks with Joanne Kawchuck
Watercolor on Fabric with Swan Amity
Wall Sculpture Embellishment with Tamara Scott Anderson
Saturday, July 16, 11:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.

Fabric Collage with Sharon Nemirov
Easy Fiber Landscapes with Trish Hastings
Saturday, August 20, 11:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
Science for science’s sake, or the pure pursuit of knowledge, doesn’t have enough champions, and has even fewer patrons. Institutions like TBG, that have unique resources, have a responsibility to lend those resources to such noble causes.

~Adam Farrell-Wortman, TBG Director of Horticulture
Yuccas – Scented Candles of the Desert Evening

Robert A. Raguso, Ph.D.  
Department of Neurobiology & Behavior  
Cornell University

Gwen Melissa Bode  
Department of Biology  
Syracuse University

Yuccas are emblematic plants of the Southwest, from the Mohave Desert’s iconic Joshua Trees to the Soaptree yuccas that line New Mexico’s highways and adorn its license plates. Desert plants face the twin challenges of marshalling enough energy to bloom in severe and unpredictable settings and attracting an appropriate pollinator to their flowers. The reproductive stakes are higher for yuccas, whose only pollinators are small, specialized moths whose life cycle is tied to the yucca plant. Yucca moths are called “obligate mutualists” because their larvae can mature only by eating yucca seeds, which in turn are produced only when adult yucca moths pollinate them. There is no “backup plan” for yuccas or their moths.

We are studying how yucca moths find yucca flowers and initiate their mutualistic relationship. When yuccas bloom, they produce hundreds of waxy white flowers with strong, soapy fragrances. These “flower towers” present impressive moonlit beacons, especially at the scale of a moth. However, our experiments revealed that yucca moths orient towards the scent of yucca flowers, which is full of volatile chemicals that are new to science. Such unique compounds may function as “secret handshakes,” ensuring that yuccas and yucca moths find each other during dark evenings.

Our research led us to the Tucson Botanical Gardens (TBG) to study its living collection of yuccas. We wanted to sample fragrances from a group of five related yucca species whose geographic ranges appear as stepping-stones from north Texas to Chihuahua, Mexico. Such a study might require years of field work, delayed by droughts and permit requests. Instead, we used the TBG collection to sample two large, woody species (Yucca rigida and Yucca thompsoniana), and another common garden at Syracuse University to sample two smaller, non-woody species (Yucca rupicola and Yucca reverchonii). A key element of our design was having a fifth species, Yucca pallida, blooming at both locations. Flowers of Yucca pallida emit the full blend of novel volatiles typical for the genus Yucca, whereas Yucca rupicola, Yucca thompsoniana and Yucca reverchonii are noteworthy for their weak, waxy scent, devoid of the novel compounds that typify yucca scents. Most remarkably, flowers of Yucca rigida emit a sharp, plastic-like scent that combines the common precursors of the typical yucca volatiles with mushroom-scented alcohols shared only by the Joshua Tree.

These findings, made possible by TBG, suggest that moths pollinating yuccas may be more different than we think. Yucca moths were once thought to represent only a few, widespread species, but closer examination has revealed several “lookalike” species with scant distinguishing features other than reproductive organs and DNA. Indeed, if yucca fragrances function as secret handshakes for yucca moths, we may discover novel species of yucca moths that recognize unique chemical codes, hiding in plain sight. Yucca moths not only pollinate their host yucca plants, but they are surprisingly strong fliers, able to move yucca pollen several miles across dunes or desert flats before visiting a conspecific yucca flower. Such events, however rare, serve as a genetic counterbalance to increasing fragmentation of yucca populations due to sundry human activities. The emerging themes of our study – unexpected chemical and biological diversity, combined with ecological specialization – will inform plant conservation and sustainability initiatives across the USA, in which Tucson Botanical Gardens and similar organizations are crucial players.

SCENTS COLLECTED IN APRIL AND MAY 2022 BY:

Ming-Min Lee, M.S., Arnold Lab Manager, School of Plant Sciences, University of Arizona  
A. Elizabeth (Betsy) Arnold, Ph.D., Professor, School of Plant Sciences, University of Arizona

Jusvin Gofandi, School of Plant Sciences, University of Arizona  
Adam Farrell-Wortman, Director of Horticulture, Tucson Botanical Gardens

Brooke Sykes, M.S., School of Plant Sciences, University of Arizona  
Matt Adamson, Director of Marketing & Communications, Tucson Botanical Gardens
The Road to Success is always under Construction

While the City of Tucson is planning to begin road construction along Grant and Alvernon sometime this summer, we can assure our members and guests will have access into the Gardens’ parking lot. We will do our best to keep you updated as best we can via e-newsletters, social media posts, etc. Whenever construction does finally begin, we strongly encourage visitors to plan to approach the Gardens from the south to avoid the worst of construction delays. To learn more visit http://www.grantroad.info/phase-3-4

Garden Railway to be re-located over the Summer

For more than 15 years, TBG has enjoyed a wonderful partnership with the Tucson Garden Railway Society (TGRS). TGRS volunteers have lovingly built, installed, and cared for a tiny, bustling town through which locomotives, diesel engines, and trolleys have plied their trade and captivated visitors. As TBG has grown and changed through the years, the garden railway has moved to a number of locations on the grounds. Another move is in the offing! As the Gardens prepares for several new, large exhibitions and shows beginning this fall, the train will again be on the move. This summer, TGRS will move the railway to its new home in the open area immediately adjacent to the east side of the Pavilion. Be sure to stop by and check out the project!
MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES

The following donors, who made contributions between January 16 and April 15, 2022, wished for their friends and loved ones to be remembered amid the Gardens’ natural beauty. We are inspired by their generosity and honored that they chose the Gardens.

IN HONOR OF
Anita Chester .............................................Robin Killen
Barbara Nixon’s Birthday ..................................Theresa Gates
Happy Birthday, Barbara!

IN MEMORY OF
Mark Berman .............................................Anne & Robert Segal
Jean “Love” Darland ......................................Kay & Robert Couch
Judy & Arlen Wong
Bob Dewart ..............................................Connie Dewart
Honorable Judge Norman Fenton ......................Anne & Robert Segal
Jimmy Hallac ...........................................Anne & Robert Segal
Chip Harrington ........................................Sandra Harrington
Christopher L. Helms ....................................Kathy Alexander & Paul Lindsey
Robert Knowles-Jackman ...............................Lindsey & Barry Abrahams
Dr. Robert Lansing .......................................Anonymous
Robert Banzett
Michelle & David Conklin
Kristen A. Tabor
Ruth Ann Rodriguez .....................................Sandy Ditsch
Margaret “Peggy” Schmidt ...............................Susan & Stan Hilkemeyer
Beverly Stripling .........................................Rae Faires
Elizabeth “Liz” Storms ..................................Paul & Margie Anderson
Victoria Daiker
Ellie Eigen
Lisa Jess
Lana Kay & Jerry Rosenberg
Nan Schubel
Elaine & John Terrell
Patti & Harry Turse
Heather Gwynn Thompson ..............................Sharon Lyons
Margaret Sanchez Wansor ..............................Alexandra Sanchez

TRIBUTE BRICK DONORS in honor of
Anonymous ..............................................Heather Gwynn Thompson
John Antonucci .........................................Bernice Chesi
Judy & David Hill
Cynthia Hils
Kenny Lee
Sheila Lepley
Anne Maley-Schaffner & Timothy Schaffner
Rhoda Messing
Renate Schulz
Michelle & David Conklin ............................Sandra “Sandy” Wilson
Sharron Dukes
Patricia Durako
Elvia & George Nelson
Bettye Root & William Miller
Cole & Diane Wilson
Eugene Harrand ..........................................Ruth Ann Rodriguez
Susanne Kaplan .........................................Allan Kaplan
Dan & Judith Murr ......................................[No tributee]
Kimberly Orozco .......................................Lisa McHugh
Susan Sirkus & Richard Maerker .....................Berta McKinniss’s 100th Birthday
Happy Birthday, Berta!
Maggie Smith ...........................................Rickie Rose Smith

LIVING TRIBUTE DONORS in honor of
Stephen & Linda Hanlon ..............................Darlene Miller
Tim Hanlon
Kim Miller
Bill Hardesty ............................................Elizabeth “Liz” Storms
Jean Lutz
Doug Harris ..............................................Michael Okurily
Kathy Okurily

MEMORIAL BENCH DONORS in honor of
Friends and Family of Dr. Don Rogers ................Dr. Don Rogers
Cindy Godwin ..........................................Jim Godwin
C.G. Storms ............................................Elizabeth “Liz” Storms

DONORS TO SPECIAL PROGRAMS

The following donors designated their generous contributions to the Gardens’ signature programs and projects. We are grateful for their investments which were received between January 16 and April 15, 2022.

GIFTS-IN-KIND DONORS
Kathy Alexander & Paul Lindsey
Matthew Flores
REALM, An Urban Organics Company
Smart Card Services, LLC

LEGACY GIFTS
John A. Heefner
Rodney H. Roeske

ENDOWMENT FUND
Charles Pettis

GIS MAPPING PROJECT
Kathy Alexander & Paul Lindsey
Allen Coffin & Rose Emery
David & Maureen Herr
Kristi Lewis
Andria & James Plonka

LIGHTSUP!: A FESTIVAL OF ILLUMINATION
SPONSORS
Beach Fleischman & Co. PC
Jim & Vicki Click
Cox Communications
DeConcini McDonald Yetwin & Lacy PC
Jim Click Automotive
Kautz Family Foundation
Long Realty Cares Foundation
The HS Lopez Family Foundation
Nova Home Loans The Volpe Team
PICOR Charitable Foundation
The Solar Store
The Stonewall Foundation

MOBILITY FOR ALL PROJECT
James Cole
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The Board and Staff are very grateful for the support of the following Annual Fund Donors whose gifts have enabled the Gardens to flourish. It is our privilege to recognize these families, individuals, organizations, and businesses for the contributions that we received between January 16 and April 15, 2022.

$1000 & ABOVE
Anonymous–3
Paul & Alice Baker
Arch & Laura W. Brown
Daniel Chavez & Sharon Oliver
Michael & Karen Fisher
Jayne Henninger & Ron Slowey
Dr. Philip C. Keller
Jim & Gloria Lawrence
Michael Lex & Dorothy Kret
George & Leona Libman
Ross & Patty McCallister
Dan & Judith Murr
Michael & Carol O’Mahony
Charles Pettis
Louise Plank
Andria & James Plonka
Gerald Schwartz
Anne & Robert Segal
Alexandra Selby & Laura Lynch

$500 TO $999
Anonymous
David & JoAnn Becker
Beverly K. Cohoon & Jennifer CohoonMcStotts
James Cole
Polly Cohyns
Lori de Werd
Caleb & Elizabeth Deupree
Anne Eccles & Elsa Sawyer
Eileen M. Fitzmaurice
Ann Gilbert
Dee Hanan
Rebecca & Sid Johnson
Stephanie Mack & Mike Grassinger
John & Barbara McLean
Mark J. Sullivan III

$100 TO $499
Anonymous–14
Cynthia Abrams
Peggy Ackard
Candace Alper
AmazonSmile Foundation
Betsy Arnold
Robert & Susan Ashton
Colleen & Joe Babcock
Backcountry Fund
Peter Badenhuizen
Christina Baena
Moira Bailey & John Taylor
Jeanette & Bob Barnes
Eric & Christine Behling
Nancy Berglind & Scott Adams
Orren Biesterfeld
Sharon Bigot
Peter Bleasby
Arlene R. Bliven
Kerstin Block
Janice Bowers
Angela L. & Jeff J. Braciak
Kume & Robert Bryant
Jan Buckingham & Lauren M. Ronald
Peggy Burmeister
Kathleen & William Burnett
Rusty & Peggy Buss
Michael G. Byrne, ASLA
Cheryl Cage
Erin Callaghan
Michele Chavez-Pardini
Marion & Mark Chinakas
Carol J. Cloutier
Allan Coffin & Rose Emery
Michelle & David Conklin
David & Janine Conway
Elaine Culver
Victoria Daiker
James & Janice Davenport
Norma Davenport
Vanessa M. Dearing
Christine DeFouw
Isabel & Raul Delgado
Carol des Cognets
Desert Garden Club
Connie Dewart
Kristine Dillon & John Curry
Eleanor Doren
Mary Dozier
Marty Eberhardt & Philip Hastings
Holly Emmerich
Joanne & Christopher Eustis
Darlene Felix
Kelly & James Flannigan
Ronald A. Fullerton
Anne Gagnon
Mary & Ken Gayer
Bill & Jet George
Gary L. & Virginia C. Gethmann
Mary Jo Ghory
Barbara Gilbert
Bruce Gillaspie
Jane Gray
Colleen Guelfoil
Lisa & Susan Irvingson
Tim Hanlon
Dr. Sheena Hermes
Jim Hoaglan
Stuart & Wendy Holcombe
Susan Hornbach
Todd Horst
Cheryl & Bob House
Marjorie & James Howard
Christel & Kenton Ide
Marsha Jacquez & Philip Kindler
Jill Jankowski
Bonita & Ann Jones
Curtis Jones
Steve Justen
Mary Keane & Jim McComy
Sharon Kha & Kha Dang
Robin Killen
Beverly Knaak & Tom Linn
Brenda Koedery
Christine Kraft
Judith Lacy
Barbara Lamb
Pan & Howard Lambert
Donna & Iris Leavitt
Jonquil LeMaster
Sydney & Richard Lemen
Wendy Lienhart
Suzy Lillis
Rochelle Linscott & Kym Houston
Verne Loose
Roxanne Lung
Michael & Sally Mann
Christina Martell
Royal & Sara Martin
Jeanette Mathias & Nelle Starr
Virginia Mathis
Teresa McQueen Taylor & Rita Sainz
Lisa & Stephen Midyett
Jane & Shelly Minish
Frances Moore
Frances Moskovitz
Shirley Muney
Richard & Patricia Murray
Suzanne & Tony Narducci
Gordie & Deward
Stephen Nelson & Feng-Jyu Tang-Nelson
Katherine Nohr & John Eisenhardt
Erin O’Donnell & Gary Zimnoch
Jean Paine
Gail Paul & James Carlson
Edson & Suzanne Pease
Sue Pennington
Betty Phillips
Joseph J. Prchal
Jewel & Harvey Prendeville
Corinne Pritchett
Marc & Jennifer Pucillicchio
Elizabeth & John Racy
Benedict & Marie Radecki
Janis & Daniel Ramirez
Jeffrey & Susan Rein
Jane Remer
John & Susan Rice
Lynn Richards & Bill Breckenridge
Barry Riordan
Rebecca Rogers
Karen & Rob Rogerson
Thomas & Shirley Rossa
Suzanne Sahakian
Joyce Saler
Dean Salman & Estelle Freyholtz
Alexandra Sanchez & Barron Schoenhals
Margaret & Philip Kindler
Jim & Tami Saunders
Helene & Marc Sbar
Katheryn Schmidt
Michael & Barbara Schoenhals
Pamela Schuster
Lynn & Barry Sherman
John Siler
Bethanna Silverman
Harlow Sires & Laurence Herron
Judy Sisson
Georgia & Ted Smith
Randall Smith
Don Snider
Jeanette Sobania & Pam Neils
Susan & Stephen Struck
Alana Stubbs & Roy Loewenstein
G. Marie Swanson
Sally & John Szivek
Fred & Geri Taylor
Kathryn Torrington
Sandra & Charles Towns
Bruce & Catherine Uhl
Jane & Richard Ulmer
UnitedHealth Group
Don G. VandeGri
Dolores Vaughn
Dr. David & Ellen Vellenga
Dr. Amy Wagelie-Steppan
Richard & Linda Wagner
Karlo Waldron
Lisa & Jim Warneke
Jeffrey Warren
Linda Waugh & Ronald Breiger
Debra & Ronald Webster
Dr. Thomas & Arlene Webster
Dan & Judy White
Patrick Williams & Patti Merriner
Susan Yamamura

$25 TO $99
Anonymous–9
Lindsey & Barry Abrahams
Josie Acuña
Elaine Aldrete
Arla D. Allen & Charles D. Lemme
Christine & Rodger Allinson
Gail & Greg Allison
Mary Arrigoni
Nancy Atherton
Thomas Avrutik
Terri & Robert Bacon
Rose Bangoura & Ori Zimmels
Charles & Teresa Bartlett
Brooke Bedrick & Carl Bauer
Rebecca F. Beisenstein & Steven W. Buscay
Phil & Robert Bell
Mr. Skylar Benedict
William Bengen
Dave Benenick
Jean-Paul Bierny & Christine Tanz
Michael Bissonz
David & Cheryl Blackford
Elizabeth & Curtis Blanchard
Richard & Nathalie Bliss
Kimberly Boisvert
Miranda E. Booth
Brian & Maria Bostick
Jane & Thomas Botche
Robin Bowyer & Robert Wegener
Nancy Bradley
Elizabeth Bradshaw
Wayne Bretl
Trisha Brown
Cass Burkhardt Prince
Jean M. Butler

genus Papaver (Poppy)

Courtesy of Davis de Dios Media
Ann Holland
Susan Holland
Darlyne Hollands
Steve Holloway & Masuk Peyton
Catherine Holmes
Deon Holt
Ken Honda & Julie Concannon
Sheila Honey
Susan Hopf
Ruth Hoshaw
Patricia Houston
Carol R. & Richard P. Huerta
Ann Huner
June Hunter
Ilene Hurley
Jo Ann Hyde
Tina E. Ireland
Jennifer & Laurel Jacobs
Betty & Darrell Johnson
Carla Johnson & Andrea Manell
Celinda Johnson
Margaret E. & Norton Johnson
Mary & James Johnson
Rebecca Johnson & Eric Wood
Sharon & Marshall Johnson
William Jones
Laura & Thomas Jordan
Terri Joyce & Bailey Kennett
Hope P. Keimion
Lauren & Geoffrey Kerr
Cathy Kenny
Reem Kievt
Sandra Kinet
Sherry King
Kenneth Kingsley & Amy Gaennie
Richard & Susan Knutson
Carolyn Kobe
Lois Koch
Judith Kohn
Beth Kolbe
Jim Kolbe
Jeffrey & Jody Kosanke
Joe & Kerry Kreidel
Barbara Kremer & Steve Cox
Linda Kucera
Matt Kushy
Evelyn & Philip Lamb
Scott W. Landry
Diana Laredo
Susan M. Larson-Makar & John H. Makar
Dawn & John Lashley
Cheryl & Norman Lavers
Orsolya K. Lazar & Richard Serlin
Kenny Lee
Claudia & Robert Legato
Martin R. Levy
Josh Lipay
Tim & Jean Loftus
Marigold Love
Christine MacDonell
Robert Maddox & Katie Hirschboeck
Daphne & Edward Madison
Jadineue Manning
Marillee Sandifer
Joseph Marci & John Ramirez
Roseann & Robert Marsett
Gregory Marsh & Kathryn Stewart
Mary Martinez
Michael & JC Mathis
Carol McDaniel
Barbara McFarland & Kent Carmell
Jere McInerney
Frances & Ken McMillan
Mesquite Garden Club
Laura Meyer
Stacie Meyer
Henry & Trina Mickells
Carol Milligan
Canon Mitchell
Mark & Mary Mittelstadt
Lorraine Moon
Holly E. & William J. Morrison
Bonnie Murphy
Robert W. Murray
Renee Neff-Clark & Alan Clark
Helen Nelson
Barbara Newman
Colleen Nichols
Judith Norkiewicz
Barbara Norrander & Raymond Harris
Sandra E. Norton
Charlotte O’Connell
Birdi & Rhi Oliviadez-Kidwell
Tammy Orr
Heather Otto
John Pacheco & Frederick Boucher
Peggy Papay & Michael Moore
Kathryn Paul
Stephen Paul
Arleen & William Payne
Seth Peacock
Kirsty Pearson
Alice Perkins
Joy & Jim Perry
Leslie Petersen
Mary Peterson & Lynn Nadel
James & Carol Petrasok
Steve & Jan Pucotel
Sylvia Pishioneri
Maureen Pollack & Rachel Thomas
Michael Poplwy & Paul Koopman
Tara & Alan Prettyman
Janice Prezzato & Paul Speer
Eva Prince & John Olesniwicz
Eileen & John Rayman
Kathy & Abner Reese
Susan Reimer
Cheryl Roby
Kathie Rogers & Andrew Boehe
Kathryn Rose
Laura & Tom Rubbo
Joseph Rudigier
Shirley Rupp
Margo Sackheim & Thomas Taylor
Ann & Dana Sakowitz
Deborah J. & Marc Sandoff
Adeiala Suntana Pellicani
Kendall Schellie-Daniels
Timothy Schiffer
Gail Schumacher
Jan Schwartz & Judith McDaniel
Katherine Scoggin-Sobonya & Richard Sobonya
Eleanor Sergi
Sue Sirius
Paul Skojec
Coe Slattery
Kristine Laurel Silentz
Harvey & Heather Smith
Lani Smith
Lucy Snyder
Delisa Sonnenburg
Raymond Sowers
Deborah Sparrow
Margaret St John
Sue Ellin & Jeffrey Stagg
Mary Steed
Jim Steffen & Judy Kearns-Steffen
Michael Singer & Emily Steinhour
James Stevenson & Kristine Rees
Elizabeth Stickstroth
David & Juilda Streeter
Elizabeth A. Strong
Steve Stupak
John Szafranski & Cynthia Shoemaker
Andrew Szegedazy-Masaz
Maryann & Skip Taliiferro
Cola & Carol Thie
S. Blythe Thompson
John J. Topper
Frances Tourtellott
Carol & Pioicio Trejo
Sonia Trejo
Nancy Trejo Doty & Jerry Doty
Linda Tirozi
Deborah Tuel
United Way of Tucson & Southern Arizona
Cheri Utsler
Susan M. & Florence M. Vale
Peter Vanderschaaf
Kathleen O. Vestecka
Saundra M. Wagellie
Dorothy Wagener
Susan Waggoner
Eric Wagner
Janet Walkup
Linda & James Wall
Debra Walter
Ava Wargo
Barbara S. Waughtel
Meg & Nick Webb
Carolyn Weber
Bennie Wehle
Ellen Weiden & James Overmyer
Patricia Weigand
Amy Weintraub
Austin & Mary Welsh
Mark & Laura Whited
Elaine Whitlock & Ethan Schulz
Lisa Whitmore & Constantin Mavrikis
Martha Wiedemann
Jessica & Chris Wilson
Jill & John Winter
Kathleen Woessner & Joan Fortino
Larry Woodhall
Margyn Woods
Jennifer Yates
Karen Young
Nora Zeller
Diana & Barry Zimmerman
Jamie Zimmerman

***************************************************************

Monthly, quarterly, or annual givers to the Gardens between January 16 & April 15, 2022

RECURRING DONORS
David Scott Allen & Mark Sammons
Judith Baillargeon & Meghan Donovan Baillargeon
Mary Ellen Bartholomew & Denny L. Graham
Dr. Mel & Marion Wieden
Rodd Bowyer & Robert Wegener
Sandra Brantley
Robie-Jean Chandler
Dianne & Loren Charlton
Emma & Jeremy Crawford
Reva & Larry Davis
Veronica & Patricia Figueroa
Patricia Finrock
Miri Fleming & Caroline Tompkins
Mary Geneenhow & Mykal Wells
Sheri & Richard Hulme
Vela James
Dr. Philip C. Keller
Katharine Kent
Linda & Robert Knodle
Mary Belle & Richard McCorkle
Jean Paine
Larry Paulger
Jenny Pendergast
Asia Philipp & Christopher Roed
Jane & Ray Raimondi
Guruprasad Raja & Vasudha Kuruganti
Lynn Richards & Bill Breckenridge
Susan Sarkis & Richard Maerker
Barbara Smith & Lisa Gordon
Drs. Christine Sauter & Thomas E. Sheridan
Dawn Urquhart
Kathleen Turner & Dennis Brown
Leslie Uhr & Brit Rosso
Jane Vinson
Jennifer Walker
Larry Wichman & Jackie Wortman
Dog Days of Summer
June 1 - September 30

Bring your furry friend along on your garden walks to enjoy some good smells and tasty treats from the café!

Dog Memberships:

1 dog - $20
Additional dog - $10 each

Dog memberships come with a personalized dog tag!

For more information and doggie admission prices, visit: TucsonBotanical.org/event/dogdays